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Introduction 

Income of Bhopal City Dairy  

Pay is made by Bhopal City dairy by methods for offer of milk an incredible arrangement thing. Offer of 

milk ceaselessly things combine the proposition of milk, Skimmed milk powder (SMP), butter cheese for 

sale table butter cattle feed testing materials and stationery seeds urea, mineral BRIC mineral mixture 

electronic milk tester (EMTs) Spare the sale whole milk powder sales buttermilk and lassi‟s other dairy 

products for sale yogurt of sales flavoured milk of sales rose berries of sales ice cream for sale milk cake 

of sales cheese of sales a dumpling of sales Mr. section of the sale the sale of salt chemicals and 

detergents of sales milk plastic of the crate of sales packing material of sales milk for sale end of the spite 

Central State cooperative Dairy Federation Bhopal to receive benefits in addition to wages Bhopal City 

Dairy to do. City (Dev Narayan plan) plan scrap the offer bank interest plan income and (Madhya Pradesh 

Cooperative Dairy Association) the business correspondence fee.  

Expenditure of Bhopal City Dairy 

Bhopal City Dairy by having the use of mandatory as from a ton of milk obtained to include. Use of Lion 

Square DCS (Dairy Cooperative Society) to milk the acquisition and RMG (Madhya Pradesh Milk grid) 

of other dairy associations with milk and about to make to the falls.  

In addition, ghee table butter skimmed milk powder flavoured milk anointed with milk cheese tetra pack 

milk cream rose berries milk cake and dumpling such as various types of milk products of the acquisition 

on the use to be made of.  

Bhopal City Dairy by animal feed testing materials and stationery seeds cement the purchase salt of 

purchase urea mineral brick mineral mixture and electronic milk tester such different things to get to use 

the leads are. Bhopal City dairy to various types of operating expenses such as furnace oil and coal to buy 
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power light and water chemicals and cleaning specialist lab expenses labour cost the plant „s repair and 

maintenance Dairy Cooperative Society (DCS) overhead dairy to try to the need.  

Cooperative Society (DCS) milk transport fees animal feed transportation fee milk tanker of repair and 

maintenance milk cooling charges (MCC), the raw material of spending tanker chartered to take the 

charge bulk milk coolers (BMC) of repair and maintenance Repair and Maintenance of Electronic Milk 

Tester Job Work Payment of Ghee / Skimmed Milk Powder (SMP).  

Fuel and oil in for generator costs Recall use and generators to repair and maintenance.  

Administrative Expenses  

Bhopal City Dairy‟s official expenditure salaries and wages bonuses and PLI (productivity and associated 

incentives), CPF (contributory Future Fund), ESI (employer state insurance), medical expenses travel 

expenses Clothing expenses security expenses to be given access the links are. Gratuity expenses and PL 

(paid leave) encashment  

Office Expenses  

Postage and stamps telephone / trunk calls stationery and printing vehicle expenses office expenses and 

staff of government assistance on the use of for office costs review use.  

General Expenditure  

Bhopal City Dairy by having the general expenditure Legal Affairs of for use building of repair and 

maintenance books and periodic cost entry tax insurance expenses rent administration / chief expense 

Director Board / Annual General Meeting (AGM) expenses - travel Directors of allowance (TA) and daily 

allowance (DA), miscellaneous expenditure accounting examination fee stipend allowance Bhopal City 

Union BOD (Director Board) expenses Kaizen expenses fringe benefits tax.  

Sales and Distribution Expenses  

Bhopal City Dairy This item is under transport charge city supply RCDF (Madhya Pradesh Cooperative 

Dairy Association) advertising and promotion transport charges dairy product milk parlor expenses sales 

promotion expenses and protect the supply of for transport to use full that.  

Financial Expenditure  

Bhopal City Dairy by tried the monetary expense interest and to use Madhya Pradesh Cooperative Dairy 

Federation (RCDF) on interest loans bank interest and charges depreciation Dairy Cooperative Society 

(DCS) to pay has been interest.  
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Plan Expenditure  

Bhopal City Dairy by artificial insemination animal health services farmer organization expenses Dev 

Narayan Plan (Dianwai) expenses training program expenditure touch the union contribution to be made 

using the plan expenditure in had been used to.  

Balance sheet in net profit transfer  

Bhopal City dairy by that and get used to using and earnings of broader level to view and check the post 

off the net share settle may have to. This discount is actually in Bhopal City Dairy‟s operational ability to 

reflect.  

Recommendations  

Each top which means the Bhopal City Dairy to pay comes to the years 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12, 

2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15, the wage information for with concentrates used to have. Information on 

various diaries areas Bhopal City Dairy„s tour balance sheet annual report and through the gathering. 

Salaries and use of information and illustrations to see the after this the idea was to be had and evaluation 

and perceptions on the subject to be had Bhopal City dairy s operational efficiency and wide make of for 

some tips on the must used. 529 respondents of the review answers the idea was to do.  

I. Organization: Bhopal City Dairy  

1. Installation  

Bhopal City District Milk Producers Cooperative Association Ltd Bhopal City (AZDUSS) a single case 

in Bhopal City Dairy to 02 September1972 to feel Act 1965 and under chose been had. This operation 

Flood (1970-1996) The time was when Bhopal City Dairy of establishment of went this week. It is this 

time some extent to Bhopal city district in milk production in the freedom of direction in a respectable 

debut was.  

Bhopal City Dairy has started from the vicinity of the towns / regions with per 500 litres of milk to get the 

start. Plant of care starting from the knot of went this week. There from the beginning through National 

Dairy Development Board (NDDB) in front came. NDDB the impact of under Bhopal city dairy‟s ability 

to with work done every day of for 01 million litres and the with a milk powder plant is to increase the 

was a deal with to continue it also started to have had 10 tonnes of cut-off the well. This “action flood” of 

course adopted has had. This type 30 December 1979 to plant charges has been.  

2. Progress  

There from the beginning through milk and his plans to get to attitudes to create and display to the all 

areas of progress was that. Bhopal city of dairy by having the various things the name “mustard " by 
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advanced to be going. Beneficial workings of for dairy board records and the Association of Regions of 

experts to a meeting by the plant‟s settlement have been going to.   

3. Processing and Production 

While the milk Bhopal City Dairy Milk Plant to be used. The most up to 6 degrees centigrade to cool it 

there from the beginning through its 78-80 degrees centigrade on up to. A time and it is 5-6 degrees 

centigrade to cool the leads are.  

Milk of normalization exhausted to have. If low -fat / solids content is so it added to it and if the milk in 

excess fat / solids would have the milk from different be expected to and melted butter and milk powder 

to the to use to ensure that. Plants are able to every day skimmed milk powder in the milk of 1.5 million 

litters secret.  

Milk of generalization to time milk in 30% milk powder to cut - of mixed being can have. A single case in 

customers of supply of for consecutive 10% of more milk powder not highlighted is that.  

4. Marketing 

A single plant / generating line of work to do in a basic part of plans to further increase Bhopal City Dairy 

approximately 2,000 to more retail outlets in the medium of your things show is that between Bhopal city 

and around thirty cities in available places. Retail outlets are probably the central piece of the Apex chain. 

These stores have milk in relation to an incredible arrangement of things in relation to the always 

powerful built is.  

They show the different bits on and especially as the buyer of the fulfilment of bits to establish that they 

are. Retail stores in the area the engineer has been the so customers the Bhopal city of milk a ton of stuff 

to bring in for a huge distance to go to hopefully not be. This guarantee is that Bhopal City Dairy of 

everything unique to retail outlets on the property. It ensures to the to the retail stores on new milk 

available is all retail outlets at various events in the vehicles of about the make of the way the milk was 

expected to. Retail stores of spite stores the Director Establishments public association‟s milk parlor‟s and 

through the milk a ton of things extraordinary places. No one person Bhopal City Dairy of things in to 

your nearest retailer to contact you may have. A single issue of the status of the customer help line 

number - 0144-2702644 to contact you can have.  

5. Fuel to supply  

There are 28 traders for the supply of Ghee. Towns to organize Dairy Cooperative Societies (DCS) in the 

medium of oil on common areas for enhanced. Highly interested in the cause ghee and advanced to the 

measurement of every month 35 tons to be had.  
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6. Retail Suppliers  

Bhopal City Dairy to have 2,039 retail suppliers of the Bhopal city and Bhopal city to around the 28 cities 

in the spread of. Bhopal city‟s various dairy parlors with a time of over the Appendix ' C ' to as the 

combined was. Retail supply of various types of workplaces to after the way to be: -  

Muddy the Integrated Retail to the stage. Sloppy retail sector in and then around the department of shops 

convenience stores corner of shops involved are traditional types of shops are all claiming the same 

person by a limited scale at exceptional as to reduce functional expenses of up to be going to. India in 

integrated retail sector also this kind of rich are going to do. People attitude change is the more they 

purchase the for integrated retail source of the increases are in. Integrated Retail outlet power source to a 

practice of exchange - provided the order is authorized to and free to dispose of to listed places.  

II. Retail stores by face to go with difficulties  

Indian retail industry is now also building up for the and a thriving industry in the change of for a ton 

progression of need is. Indian retail industry by a number of difficulties seen is that such sloppy 

presentation problem to stop charge cards issued to barely a limited time to practice long charging lines 

early rooms of low numbers competition less talented human assets the official attitude charging structure 

chaotic retail sector etc. Indian retail industry to Indian and unfamiliar players to run the additional 

significant enterprise‟s need is. Indian retail stores by viewed went difficulties of post; -  

1. Technology adoption of missing persons. To access receive and welcome Innovation is one of the 

important tests observed by Indian retail outlets. Innovation to use daily to work in order to be going to 

such as charging and Installments shall shrinkage to avoid stock of record keeping inventory network of 

officials to. However, the range of innovation is much wider Client inclination to understand the for RFID 

such as various programming projects of use to be can do Client Relations Board to order CRM and 

power source of the various practices of for ERP tool. Indian retail outlets to retail outlets in the work of 

dealing with for Innovation pick and specific very good quality with virtual products of use to the need  

2. The basic structure and logistics of the absence of foundation and coordination of lack coordinated 

retail industry by viewed as a one and test it. Waste foundation and coordination idle cycles bring to you. 

The retail sellers of important barrier are the non - efficient investment channels to cope with for the 

undisputed as the challenge is and heavy misfortune brings is. The framework does not have a solid 

foundation in India.  

Association and globalization organizations to assure you are to the foundation offices to promote to the 

rail infrastructure including transport more effective to look for. Parkway to global guidelines to cater to 
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the need is. Air terminal at the border and force supply in improvements made to look for distribution 

center office and convenient  

There are different places of dispersion challenge. The retail sector in India‟s ability to complete the kind 

of access to the for these important obstacles to finish the go.  

III. Shortage of Skilled Workforce  

Indian coordinated retail player deals of 7% to more employees of the cost to pay to have. Delegates to 

prepare to the heavy cost comes Retail trade in the decline rate of the face to make it even though it is half 

the more is that different areas of contrast to the much more you can do. Prepared man to catch as for 

industry to more paid to the need power.  

Store activities coordinated retail sector total labor of 70-80% representation that are. Sadly, the fact is 

that the retail industry is for much more obvious course do not have. Various streams of undergraduate 

and graduate former students working there and the retail sector in preparing the animals.  

 IV. Counterfeit in Retail  

Retail shrinkage is a required exam is that organizations are facing to be. Retail shrinkage books of the 

stock‟s value and power source to provide actual stock of the middle of the gap.  

Merchant throw burglary fraud and management and organization in error including simulated such 

difficulties would help tackle tough. CCTV and POS such as safety measures to use the latter also do it. 

Like - like area of the size increase is this structure in robbery fake and disparities in the amount of detail.  

V. Waste Supply Chain Management  

The right products at the perfect place at the perfect opportunity to bring important is. India for efficient 

supply chain management of absence is. India‟s store network in the board in the reform have to look and 

inventory networks to authorities the compelling make and stock costs the least to the for more innovation 

in use to go.  

Reserve fund to use customers to additional limitations and benefits to be being can have and customer 

maintenance on more cash to pay the going.  

VI. Price War  

Various retail associations of the price action are each association minimum value of for the product to 

the effort by going to and different award limited time schemes provided that is. Such a situation in the 

customer‟s get to tough it is and organization jack the price on products to give the two negligible benefits 

is there.  
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VII. Social Diversity  

India‟s vast size and financial and social diversity of means is that the whole country in a systematic 

mode or use design not have. Producers and retail sellers of various regions and sections of for 

technologies developed to be among the test without any more.  

VIII. Complexity in Tax Structure  

The charge structure in India is extremely mind boggling. This fee structure complexity Indian retail 

stores to for a more significant test is. Deal charging a state to another state in the shift occurs is the 

integrated player in different - different point control and framework of the face to make it. Many areas in 

retail sellers of presentation of with a multi- point tax the face to make it  

The value -added tax production network in the obstruction created by am currently booking charge 

structure in 2005a few oddities in (VAT) have to have a single case of prone time of a stretch of over 

corrected to the order.  

IX. Area and rental of cost increase  

Retail industry is highly developed the land of highly interested cause of it. This salary increases to 

inspire you for in the cost of the property and store start to the for-land purchase in the very interest of the 

need is. Even for retail outlets this huge venture is very difficult. Rental of costs extra detail to re are in 

detail prompting everyone can eliminate the cost.  

X. Unorganized retail by rivalry  

Sloppy retail area of rivalry coordinated retail stores to for important exams is. Chaotic retail sector in 

Mother and pop department stores involved are.  

The minimum cost structures are that usually the owners by the work of the heart are more practical as the 

ground of cost work the cost of a difference does not have to and they no or very low fees to be paid to 

the need not have to and they must place to close or neighborhoods in large scale on the places. That way 

he customers to get to and free Home Transport Office to offer and limitations begin to have. Department 

stores have common customers for credit given to you. If it retails to for critical examination is outlet. 

XI. Web Based Sales Organization  

There are a lot of web-based advertising organizations coming up these days. The organization customer 

to their entry gates on and low prices on the contrast and retail outlets on the product you're there. Online 

institutions customers on a number of rewards to a proposal to give the like Such as retail outlets of to 

even it quite difficult  
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XII. India in force supply of problem  

Large integrated retail outlets for lighting cooling elevators cold and distant keep charging frame work 

elevators etc. in high amounts of power to require is that really in without any force of integrated retail 

outlets bear not help you. India in the power of a larger issue There are often long cuts in force in India. 

Supply of insufficient effect of the resulting retail outlets to power back up of for generators on heavy 

cash into the need is. Retail stores of to force kids to use in order to be much more. The retail outlets of 

the cost of expanding the apostle does  

XIII. Operation of significant spending  

Retail stores the activity of extraordinary as the significant costs to the need is. This high working costs 

human assets of the preparation of cost representatives of the federal retirement partner high land costs 

and rent cooling power back- up costs high maintenance costs high power is the higher the evaluation the 

production network in the interest of depending on the. Coordination innovation in interest geared to 

types of high interest and store the present as to the order equipment CCTV 's spending and further 

because retail stores and activity of significant cost to the need is then also to customers to reduce costs 

on the product range is required. Retail outlets of for this difficult  

XIV. FDI the government’s opposition  

FDI is a government of resistance integrated retail business of for other important exams is. Retail only a 

few such exceptional areas in the one is where the FDI limit is. Globalization and the time in time not 

have world over the retail sellers to face the competition of for retail area of need is. Retail sector in FDI 

unfamiliar retail vendors to India in its work to the permit will be that high competition to promote will 

and the Indian market at low cost in good will. This will further strengthen the Indian economy. 

XV. Customers get  

Nowadays customer behavior to understand exactly the challenge is. This way the number of components 

client conduct and credibility to influence to the important role plays such items of quality administration 

of quality customer loyalty progress various players by the incoming offers. Customers of devotion get to 

the customer to conduct the understanding of for such a large amount of effort to require significant is and 

customary market review of the requirement is that.   

XVI. Customers of the interest of continuous expansion  

Customers of continuously rising demand even retail stores to order a test is. Globalization of reason 

these days customers of between the expansion is going to do. Customer brain science changed for the 

more seriously the requests are going to do. They constantly growing range of low pay to the requirement 
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is. High working expenses of the reason customer's need to meet the undisputed as the challenge is. So it 

India retail outlets and for too hard is. Indian retail industry Indian economy main bases in the As and the 

gross domestic product of 14 to 15 percent and business of 15 percent of the record is. 2.25 billion from 

more individuals of with other countries to compare the Indian retail the fastest pace of growth are going 

to have. Indian retail dissipation market the world's twelfth most big market is. So many Indian and 

unfamiliar organizations are showing interest in Indian retail. India in 6000 to more shopping centers 

work to also more than 800 from more shopping center development in the subject are. It Indian retail 

vendors unfamiliar retail vendors and customers to also help you get going. Then the Indian retail 

industry accessible opportunities to benefit from for not making it There are countless difficulties to 

which retail outlets by seen is that. Indian retail industry is important part of Bharti Reliance Future 

Group Tata Birla like big monsters by operating the and review the retail vendors by rivalry less talented 

human assets government strategies charging department stores and more retail outlets by viewed as a 

major and small difficulties of the research to the to the exploration of the instructions given to it. Indian 

retail stores by viewed as a variety of difficulties and about in their insights out of for Delhi / NCRthe 30 

heads of the necessary information is collected to 16 inquiries in with an organized survey of use have 

been had. Digital enterprise of the other crowd Association in the dynamic sense of direction of change is. 

Partners and customers to information to admit to the well the following steps a war room to clear and 

performing check to and logical dashboard of through the experience show of great make it. Examples of 

order test the well CPG organization Week Rate Week request for examples of supposedly felt could have 

or decisions taken may have or limit the grounds on purchase can have  

But last buys. This ability to stock costs the least to stocks of reduction to reduce to end in the customer 

experience and to develop to the large capacity provided that is. Check the store network and Deals 

course to further increase in the help find you can do. Examples of order Marico India in a major favor 

and hair of care company deals in order mixed examination of the use that is so it is estimated be to 

discover that what little SKUs a specific channel at a specific outlet and comparative geographic to sell. 

organization has a good accuracy rate gain of and a 16 saw the growth rate in percent expansion. 5 

However business contacts to empower make to check the addition of as the use does not have to be. 

Create markets in and examination of the use to be useful CPG organizations also understand the inspired 

are you like - such as customer of more specific diverse and different because they are organizations 

social knowledge and social as the associated channels of access to are like that on whom to get the data. 

Buyers say there are or purchase are the. Examples of order the following programming organizations 

from the public as the supporting information for example the order Snap Truck organizations to that 

thing on continuous data of for entry gives is that people buy are like. An Indonesian staple applications 
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customers and applications on their receipts to photos transferred to the fore offer gives is. At that time 

the organization the public as the support information on brands and dissected and sells it. This way P and 

G 's Thought Buzz - a web - based media observation of with cooperation and is 

The label following and cutthroat Benchmarking phase of for its Internet -based brand to expand on and 

friendly patterns on knowledge of pieces. Customary RTM value to again to distill the for -the-art 

computerized progress of reception of the problem with plans to strong will that customer 's needs of 

more thorough understanding and progressively conduct on up that is. Work influence to make trouble to 

make plans Creative Biological System Association. Consumer goods and for Accenture Technology 

Vision 2017 to research the by 90% to more buyers business leaders to say is that advanced partners in 

with action to phase -based plans to adopt and biological systems in part to their organizations to develop 

to the to " significantly or extraordinary as the basic " is. New Go - to - advertising techniques to seek to. 

New model to look to for example the order 

Subscribe to the administration to a well placed and versatile stages of the request to the respect in which 

progressively famous have to do. CPG organizations of this kind of new businesses to copy to the idea of 

the need to have been. Examples of order India in a startup month rate month subscription model the way 

the environment is friendly sterile napkin sells it the distribution of on and delivered the go with the pack 

of numbers such as adjustable components provided that is. There are many new business weeks or 

months of after week presented to you. Customer objects in monthly subscription of order especially as 

the beauty care products  

The bonfire test design embellishments. This kind of action the problematic schemes Channel buyer 

encounters for concentration to remember to keep. One such industry in which the buyer all channels in 

key and customized client encounters to seek to have system of organization customers to draw to the 

better they are. Such organizations AI - based screening capabilities to build the resources put there so 

that all client contact for information gathering and dissected to be able to clients on a single perspective 

designed to discover.  
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